Saturation behavior of allowed and forbidden ESR transition K) was smaller by a factor of three from that ( Ç287 K) of AsO 40 4 paramagnetic probe in KH 2 AsO 4 was studied in the estimated from specific heat measurements (5). However, wide temperature interval around the paraelectric -ferroelectric more recent ESR and ENDOR studies on several KDP-type phase transition, T c . The ratios between forbidden and allowed lattices were performed, and an additional reaxation mechaline intensities were employed to deduce information on the nism due to an exponential broadening effect was noted (6-electron -nuclear dipolar ( END ) relaxation mechanism. It was 8). Furthermore, the clear evidence that this exponential shown that a proton END relaxation mechanism exhibits an relaxation rate exhibits the same activation energy as the ( 150 -330 K ) . The temperature in a microscopic mechanism responsible for the T 1 process.
(11). However, fluctuations of the environment of the para-excess charge, 1e 0 ) on the ESR time scale of 10 08 -10 010 s in comparison to the proton dynamics of the unirradiated magnetic probe, for example protons in KDP, can strongly affect the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time of the nuclei. lattice. In earlier studies (19, 20, 22) , it was suggested that the probe exhibits a local type of dynamics on the ESR time In the following case when electron-and nuclear-spin fluctuations are mixed, the two relaxation rates are combined, scale. The local behavior of the probe has been attributed to the transformation from the high (paraelectric) to the low and forbidden ESR transitions (DM S Å {1, DM I Å {1) became partially allowed (15) . Therefore, one expects that a (ferroelectric) symmetry ESR spectra at temperature T*. By employing modified Bloch equations, such a phenomenon cross-relaxation rate affects T 1 in a coupled electron-proton system providing important information on proton dynamics can be used for obtaining the low-frequency molecular fluctuations in the KDP type of solids in the temperature region in the vicinity of the probe (16-18).
This paper describes our effort to obtain additional experi-around T*. The fluctuations obtained has been described with a simple Arrhenius-type correlation time t Å t 0 exmental evidence for the examination of the possible role of an END relaxation mechanism in the relaxation rate of the p(DE/KT ) in some reports (19, 21, 22) , but with a nonArrhenius behavior in other studies (23, 24) . A deviation AsO Recently, portant information leading to a more complete and reliable it has been shown that some of the non-Arrhenius behavior relaxation model. The resulting END relaxation parameters can be ascribed to the omission of at least two processes: can serve to provide a better understanding of the role of (a) a line-broadening process which depends exponentially hydrogen dynamics in the hydrogen-bonding ferroelectrics.
on the temperature (6-8); and (b) inhomogeneous broadenIn order to obtain this evidence, we have studied saturation ing due to proton spin-flip transitions (25) . By employing behavior of the spin-flip and ESR transitions for the ESR (6, 7, 25) and ENDOR (8) probe was formed by gamma irradiating the crystals with a dose As mentioned above (25) , a detailed consideration of of about 0.5 kG (not critical) at room temperature. All ESR proton spin-flip transitions in AsO 40 4 KDA helps us to minimeasurements were made with a Varian E9 (X band) spec-mize the error due to the line-broadening mechanisms in the trometer. The sample temperature was controlled by a calculation of t for AsO 40 4 center. It is well known (15) Bruker digital temperature controller, Model ER4111VT. A that a detected satellite line represents a so-called ''forbidden PC computer was used for the data acquisition and lineshape ESR transition'' and gives us information on NMR proton simulation.
transitions on the ESR scale. By comparison between the intensity of the main ESR transition and the intensity of the AsO 4 ple, for the randomly oriented protons around the paramagnetic center, the ratio between intensity of the satellite line A typical ESR spectrum of this probe in the KDA lattice (I s ) and the intensity of the main line ( I m ) can be employed at room temperature consists of four main peaks separated for calculation of an effective single-proton distance, r ef , as by about 100 mT due to hyperfine interaction with the 75 As given by Poole and Farach (15) (19) demonstrated that the 1:4:6:4:1 quintet had changed to a 1:2:1 triplet at the temperature of 220 K (T*). This temperature is significantly higher than the paraelectric-ferroelectric transition tempera-where g is the electronic gyromagnetic ratio and b is electronic magnetic moment. In a similar way, this ratio can be ture (T C Å 97 K) for KDA, because of the freezing of proton lattice fluctuations around the probe (which is a defect with used to obtain information on a spin-relaxation process from the differential saturation factor of the main and satellites P r ϱ, (I s 
2 (u / u), the intensity ratio is lines as was suggested by Shimizu (18). As a model to calculate the relaxation rates for the ESR transition and for the spin-flip transition Shimizu (18) employed a paramag-(I s /I m ) ϱ (I s /I m ) 0 Å 2.
[9] netic center (C-H fragment) containing an unpaired electron in the 2p z orbital in a crystal lattice. The two spins are described with the four energy levels (I, II, III, and IV) In the weak-mixing limit where I s is much weaker than which define two transition probabilities for ESR (IV r II I m , the saturation of the two lines is comparable at small and III r I) as (18) microwave power. Moreover, this ratio changes only by a factor of two even in the limit when P r ϱ. Shimizu also dependent transition probability containing all other mechanisms which are coupled over the spin-orbit couThe required experimental condition which is suitable for pling to the lattice. Probabilities for the nuclear transition this type of relaxation study assumes that satellite lines are ( II r I and IV r III ) are neglected. After evaluation of well resolved from the main line. There are two limiting the saturation factors for the two ESR and for the two factors which usually cause difficulties to detect a well-respin-flip transitions, the intensity ratio I s / I m has been ob-solved spin-flip transition. In the region of high magnetic tained as ( 18 ) field, these lines exhibit satisfactory splitting (larger than the linewidth of the main line) but with the intensities of the lines becoming much smaller than the intensity of the 
be easily noted around the fourth (M I Å 0 3 2 ) hyperfine line at 465 mT, taking the crystal orientation along the minimum proton hyperfine interaction in the ab plane, as shown in Fig. 1a . This line contains well-resolved satellites which
exhibit splitting of Ç2g n b n H (1.42 mT at H Å 465 mT) for protons. As can be noted, the splitting between the satellites can be easily checked for each arsenic hyperfine line because
of the large difference in the position of each hyperfine line (from 100 to 460 mT). The more detailed assignments of these satellites have been provided earlier (25) . It is im- [8] portant to note that we will focus on only the (M I Å 0 3 2 ) arsenic line, which does not exhibit detectable splitting as do other arsenic lines at lower magnetic field on passing where f (0) represents a spectral lineshape, k is a proportionality constant between observed intensity and transition fre-through T*. The width of this line is nearly constant in the wide temperature interval exhibiting a small change around quency for a component line, c is a constant of proportionality between the amplitude of the microwave magnetic field 220 K. This inhomogeneous line together with satellites can be well described by a simple composite of the three and microwave power, and V represents the effective spinlattice relaxation for one of the transitions. It has also been Gaussian profiles in the high-temperature regime (T ú 220 K). It is worth noting that the same linewidth of the Gaussian shown (18) that in the limiting case of weak mixing [sin 2 (u / u) Ӷ 1], for P r 0, (I s /I m ) 0 Å tg 2 (u / u), and for lineshape describes the main and the satellite lines. in the form where all saturation-dependent data measured at one temperature are normalized to residual values (J s /J m ) 0 The broadening of the spectrum and small asymmetry for P r 0. It should be noted here that this type of scaling contribution which appeared in the low-temperature region helps us to avoid uncertainty in the intensity of the main line. (T õ 220 K) can be approximated with the two nearly As was mentioned above, the most convenient orientation is identical composite Gaussian lineshapes whose total linewidth is larger than the splitting between these lines as shown in Fig. 1b . Thus, in the low-temperature region, one can assume that the (M I Å 0 3 2 ) line also splits (as well as other arsenic lines), but with a splitting which is smaller than the linewidth of (M I Å 0 Since in the region for P Ç 0, J s /J m exhibits different values in the direction of minimum mixing, where the two ESR transitions give an intense central line containing a weakintensity spin-flip transition on each side of the central line. In addition, by taking normalized data one expects that possible effects of multispin systems (four equivalent protons) will be reduced (15) . Thus, the normalized ratio of the experimentally measured intensities will be employed as an approximative normalized ratio (J s /J m )/(J s /J m ) 0 É (I s /I m )/ (I s /I m ) 0 .
It can be noted that all (J s /J m )/(J s /J m ) 0 obtained at high temperatures (330 K) fall below 2, while for some lower temperatures these ratios become larger than 2. According to the Shimizu model (18), a ratio larger than 2 can be considered as an anomalous saturation behavior and can be explained by introducing an additional END relaxation mechanism. Thus, the data obtained clearly demonstrate that END relaxation mechanism also contributes to the total relaxation rate for the AsO (Fig. 4) to Eq. [4] at different temperatures. Evaluated data results as presented in Fig. 4. for G m and G s as a function of temperature as well as their ratio are shown in Fig. 5 . From these results, two important features in the temperature behavior of these parameters can of these parameters exhibits clear extreme behavior for the be noted. Since the effective spin-lattice relaxation time is monitored temperature interval, and moreover, the value of proportional to G, the temperature dependence should reflect the ratio is five times larger than the expected maximum the change in effective relaxation time. One notes an unusual value as given in Eq.
[9]. behavior whereby the G s decreases with decrease in temperature (from 330 to 220 K) and in the lower-temperature re-DISCUSSION gion reaches the expected behavior; then it increases with further decrease in temperature (from 220 K to 150 K). The Proton Localization along the O-HrrrO Bond second feature can also be noted in Fig. 5 where the ratio One notes that an effective proton distance usually can be evaluated directly from hyperfine tensor data, but this approach requires a much longer procedure for obtaining tensor elements at different temperatures. In further analysis of (J s /J m ) and its temperature behavior, it is convenient to estimate a proportionality constant (in Eq. [1] ) for our particular crystal orientation in order to discuss the temperature dependence of r ef . One expects that the most convenient temperature region to estimate the constant of proportionality is in the paraelectric phase, since in this phase, all four protons are equally coupled to the nearest oxygen. By employing r OH values 1 (26) and Eq. [1] , the effective proton distance in the paraelectric phase r ef (PE) Å 0.951 Å , and the constant of proportionality is obtained. The temperature dependence of r ef , calculated from the proportionality constant, is shown on the right ordinate axis in Fig. 3 . In the   FIG. 4 . Microwave saturation dependence of (J s /J m )/(J s /J m ) 0 at several 1 The structural parameters obtained by high-resolution neutron-diffraction data for isomorphous lattice KH 2 PO 4 were employed to describe vicincharacteristic temperatures. The value of (J s /J m ) 0 is evaluated in the limit when P r 0 from Fig. 2 .
ity of the AsO 40 ferroelectric phase (see Footnote 1), the r ef (FE) Å 0.941 Å (t) was discussed earlier (16), and here only a qualitative description will be used. The model (16) is based on the is calculated by employing two nearby protons at r OH Å 1.056 Å and two more distant protons at r OH Å 1.441 Å . It assumptions that the fluctuation amplitude of the hopping process at the distance between spins, r, is larger than the can be noted that the obtained r ef (FE) Å 0.941 Å as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 3 is significantly larger than the angular fluctuation involving the angle, f, between the magnetic field and the direction along r. It can be noted (16) expected r ef (FE) Ç 0.89 Å in the ferroelectric phase. One of the possible explanations for this discrepancy leads to a that the lattice-induced transition probabilities for END are proportional to Dr 06 (hopping distance) and can be incorpocloser localization of the nearby proton to the neighboring nearby oxygen. For example, to reach r ef (FE) Ç 0.89 Å , rated to the transition probabilities for the two-spin system as defined in Eq. [2] and Eq. [3] . The new transition probaone should employ an unrealisticly small r OH Å 1.001 Å . Another possible model which can be employed to describe bilities will include induced transition probabilities between nuclear states and additional terms for transition probabilities J s /J m in the ferroelectric phase should involve an additional change of spin density on the nearby oxygen. In recent exper-of the main and satellite lines. The temperature-dependent part of these transitions which leads to extreme behavior is imental and theoretical studies (28, 29) of the proton hyperfine splitting tensors and corresponding spin densities for proportional to functional form (11) AsO 40 4 and SeO 30 4 paramagnetic centers in the ferroelectric phase, it was shown that spin density significantly increases
[10] on the oxygen near the nearby proton (0.3) in comparison to spin density on the oxygen near the more distant proton (0.05), while in the paraelectric phase the spin density is where v mn corresponds to an electron or a nuclear transition equal for all four oxygens (0.18). Moreover, it was shown energy and can be replaced with the electron or nuclear that because of such a density distribution in the ferroelectric Larmor frequency, and t is the correlation time of proton phase the dipolar interaction along the r(O close -H far ) Ç 2.6
hopping. Å direction is stronger than the dipolar interaction along According to Eq. [10] , the transition probability for the r(O far -H far ) Ç 1.4 Å , and besides, the distance in the last main and satellite lines reaches a maximum when the relaxcase is significantly smaller (29) . Taking into account the ation rate reaches a value of 1/t É v e , while for the nuclear increase of spin density on the nearby oxygen of about 40%
transition the maximum appears at 1/t É v n . To further in the ferroelectric phase, as was predicted by the above check the mechanism suggested above, one can use premodel (28, 29), J s /J m Å 0.163 is calculated. The estimated viously obtained (21, 22, 25) t values, which describe proratio coincides with the experimentally obtained data (J s /J m ton dynamics, in order to elucidate possible relaxation mech-Å 0.158 { 0.009) as can be seen in Fig. 3 . This agreement anism more accurately. Therefore, one calculates the temperprovides additional support for the model proposed earlier ature of the extreme relaxation time for these two (28, 29) of spin distribution in the ferroelectric phase which mechanisms and finds that for v e Å 59.7 GHz the maximum has the important implication that the spontaneous polarizaof the transition probability can be expected at around 590 tion of the KDP type of compounds originates from charge K. On the other hand, taking a nuclear Larmor frequency of imbalance in the P-O (As-O) bonds caused by proton lo-124 MHz, the maximum relaxation rate is obtained at 230 calization rather than from the relative displacement of the K. Since this temperature almost coincides with the tempera-K and P (As) atoms.
ture at which the maximum of G s /G m is found, it can be supposed that term with the nuclear relaxation rate should Proton Dynamics and END Relaxation Rates be responsible for this extreme behavior. On the other hand, similar terms containing electron Larmor frequencies can be As was mentioned above, the saturation behavior of (I s / neglected for this slow proton hopping (tv e ӷ 1). Ac-I m ) can be associated with an additional modulation of the cording to this finding, besides the previously defined transihyperfine interaction due to proton motions in the temperations for the main and satellite lines given in Eq. [2] and ture interval examined. The results seem to suggest that for Eq. [3] , new nuclear transition probabilities (II r I and the AsO 40 4 center in KDA, proton hopping in an asymmetric IV r III) will now be included in the system of the two double-well potential along a O-HrrrO bond modulates a spins. These nuclear transition probabilities are given in the dipolar hyperfine interaction and produces anomalous behavform (16) ior of the saturation parameters. In the case of KDA, it is not convenient to apply earlier considerations (18) for the description of the anomalous saturation behavior, because in
that case the dipolar interaction was modulated by a torsional oscillation of the molecule. Contribution of END relaxation
[11] which is modulated by the more appropriate hopping motion By using Eq. [2] , Eq. [3] , and Eq. [4] , a new effective relaxation time for the main and satellite lines is calculated in order to describe the anomalous behavior of G s /G m . Effective relaxation times for the main and satellite lines are obtained by considering the network of relaxation paths as a network of resistances, and in the limit of weak mixing,
and for satellite lines taking additional approximation, w / h É w: 
[14] fit of h 0 to the temperature-dependent relation, Eq.
[11].
The calculation gives the result that the effective relaxation time of the main line is independent of the nuclear transition and they are shown in Fig. 6 . The temperature dependence while the effective relaxation times of satellite lines are af-of the transition probability, which is proportional to the fected by this transition, leading to relaxation [n(T ) / 1] nuclear transition probability, clearly shows a peak around times faster. Thus, the G s /G m obtained from Eq.
[5] and 220 K. The data for h 0 (T ) can be easily fitted to the funcEq. [6] is given as tional form in Eq.
[11] with an Arrhenius-type correlation time t, and the fitting curve is shown as a continuous line in Fig. 6 . From the fitting procedure, one obtains parameters
for the activation energy of the proton-hopping process DE Å 0.22 { 0.01 eV, preexponential constant t 0 Å 1.2 { 0.7 1 10 013 s, and proportionality constant h 0 Å 5.50 { 0.09 1 and can reach values larger than a factor 2 where the possible 10 10 mW s 01 . These data are in good agreement (within anomalous behavior is proportional to a nuclear transition experimental error) with earlier measured t values for proprobability. Since for the more quantitative calculation, a ton hopping which was evaluated from superhyperfine protemperature dependance of a transition probability for the ton splitting. Moreover, the data evaluated in the fitting promain line is also required, the evaluation of all unknown cedure show better precision than previously obtained data constants from fitting data in Fig. 4 is not possible. However, (21, 22, 25) . The increase in precision can be explained by one can use a convenient transformation to the obtained the larger temperature interval (150-330 K) where the data functional dependence of w(T ) and h(T ) on G s and G m were obtained, compared to the earlier measurement. and estimate the expected temperature dependance for these
The anomalous saturation behavior of J s /J m can be extransition probabilities. After a small readjustment of the plained by introducing an additional END relaxation mechadata, one obtains nism. It was demonstrated that significant extreme decrease of a proton spin-lattice relaxation time is responsible for w(T ) ϰ 1 G m (T ) Å w 0 (T )
[16] this effect. However, some additional experimental evidence for the END relaxation mechanism can be seen not only around T* but also in the vicinity of T C . In the earlier ENh(T ) ϰ 1
[17] DOR experiment (8) , it was noted that the intensity of proton lines, as well as of potassium and phosphorus lines, rapidly decreases in the paraelectric phase. Since the EN-DOR intensity is directly proportional to the nuclear relaxEquation [17] was employed for the new presentation of the experimental data by using data in Fig. 5 . The data ation time, one can assume that an END relaxation mechanism, which exponentially increases with temperature, is obtained are directly proportional to transition probability
